
CREST NELSKAMP ROOFING TILES

‘duo’ format courtrai roman clay tile

Low weight clay tile only 3.0kg
Ceramic quality clay
Easy to handle and quick to install
Straight bond or Half bond Fixing

Long term durability
Requires only 10.7 tiles/m²
Four traditional colours

“a modern technically advanced version of a traditional ‘Courtrai’ style tile”

SP10

The Crest SP10 in Toscana see overleaf for additional colours

t: 01430 432667 www.crest-bst.co.uk  f: 01430 433000   e: info@crest-bst.co.uk

Manufactured to comply with the requirements of EN1304 European Standard for Clay Roof Tiles

ROOFING TILES

‘ECO’
FRIENDLY
PRODUCT



The SP10 is a modern take on a traditional ‘Courtrai style’ roof tile. 
Essentially a single Roman clay tile, the SP10 has a flat pan with a 
subtle single roll. With carefully designed relief to the right side of the 
flat surface area, the SP10 delivers a faithful representation of this 
traditional profile.

The SP10 interlocking tile is brilliantly engineered for superior technical 
performance. With just 10.7 tiles per square metre, the installation is 
much quicker, more economical and ensures a great finish to the 
completed roof.

The SP10 is a great choice for refurbishment, heritage or conservation 
area projects or if you are simply looking for something a little more 
distinctive for new build developments.

Additional SP10 colours to the ‘Toscana’ overleaf

SP10 ‘duo’ format courtrai roman clay tile
CREST SP10 ROOFING TILE

Length   300mm
Width   417mm
Gauge   235 - 245mm
Cov’ Width (mm)   390 ± 2.0
Min’ roof pitch*   22.5º  
No. of tiles per m2  10.7
Weight per tile   3.0 kg
Weight per m2 (min.)  32.5 kg
Battens per m2 (min)  4.2 
Batten size (mm)  50 x 25
Fixing  (Nail holes included) Nail or Clipped

SP10  Technical data

SP10 in Heritage Black SP10 in Slate GreySP10 in Natural Red

For more information on the SP10 or to order a sample call us on 01430 432667
www.crest-bst.co.uk

A wide range of Fittings include:

Double roll tile Left hand cloaked verge tile Half tile

For half bond fixingRidge Clip 470/151 For straight bond fixing

Fixing Clips/Hooks
Half Round Interlocking
               Ridge Tiles
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ROOFING TILES

Right hand cloaked verge tile
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